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Abstract

The aim of this paper is to analyse empirically entry decisions by generic firms into markets with tough regulation. Generic drugs might be a key driver of competition and cost containment in pharmaceutical markets. The dynamics of reforms of patents and pricing across drug markets in Spain are useful to identify the impact of regulations on generic entry. Estimates from a count data model using a panel of 86 active ingredients during the 1999–2005 period show that the drivers of generic entry in markets with price regulations are similar to less regulated markets: generic firms entries are positively affected by the market size and time trend, and negatively affected by the number of incumbent laboratories and the number of substitutes active ingredients. We also find that contrary to what policy makers expected, the system of reference pricing restrains considerably the generic entry. Short run brand name drug price reductions are obtained by governments at the cost of long run benefits from fostering generic entry and post-patent competition into the markets.
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1. Introduction

It has been just since January 1997 when it became possible to introduce generic drugs in Spain. Generics are certified drugs equivalent to those brand-name medicines that are allowed to enter the market when the patents of original drugs expire. Spain has a regulation that caps the price of medicines since the 1920s. Additionally, from 2000 there is also a reference pricing system in place in Spain where the payer (the National Health System) decides on the reference price for reimbursement of each drug (López-Casasnovas and Puig-Junoy, 2000).

These changes allow us to study the entry dynamics of generics in a heavily regulated market that has turned tougher. The Spanish pharmaceutical market is the seventh greatest world market and the fifth one of the European Union (IMS Health, 2006a). The National Health System mostly funds drug consumption. It is especially interesting to analyse how generic entry is affected by price regulations and reimbursement policies.

The main purpose of this paper is to show what the drivers of generic entry in regulated markets are. We are interested in analyse to what extent entry depends on the market and drug characteristics that have already highlighted the previous literature for less regulated markets, and how regulations affect the dynamics of generic entry.

We model entry decision into several active ingredients markets. We expect that entry of generic firms is increasing with the market size, that the number of entries depends on the medicine characteristics, and that price regulations that take into account the competition of the entrant generics slow downs the entry dynamics of further generics into the markets. Our hypothesis is that generics might be bearing the cost of being the reference (Puig-Junoy, 2004a).

Previous papers have studied what are the drivers of generic entry, but most of those papers have not been able to test whether price regulations had an impact on the entry dynamics. The Spanish case with on-going reforms on price regulations and patent regimes that are gradually affecting the markets for different drugs is particularly interesting to identify the effect of regulations on new generic markets.

Danzon and Chao (2000) using cross country data suggested that regulation undermines competition in off-patent markets and that the potential cost-saving from post-patent competition is not fully realized in countries with tough price regulations. Evidence from Spain might be used to test whether the underdevelopment of the generic market is in part due to price regulation.

In the European Union (EU) there are countries with mature generic markets such as the United Kingdom, where the generic market share is over the 40%, and other countries with developing generic markets where this percentage is lower than the 20%. Spain is in the second group: the market share for generic medicines in Spain is 14.60% in units and 7.90% in value (IMS Health, 2006b). As it is reported by
Simoens and De Coster (2006), this seems mainly due to the existence of brand-name copy products, the existing low prices for medicines in general, and the lack of incentives to prescribe and substitute generics for brand-name drugs.

This is a relevant matter for global drug markets because many countries are reforming their drug patent regimes under the TRIPS Agreement obligations: patent rights are strengthened and new generic markets are set up (Borrell 2007). Knowing more about the drivers of generic entry will be very useful for designing pharmaceutical and competition policies when drug expenditures are one of the fastest growing components of health expenditures (OECD, 2006). A balanced reform of market regulations regarding patents, prices and reimbursement policies might become a key driver of expenditure containment.

The outline of the paper is as follows. The next section reviews the literature and explains the details that make the Spanish market for drugs interesting for research purposes. The following section shows the method and the empirical model of entry that will be used. The fourth section displays the data used in the estimations. The fifth section shows the empirical results. The next section discusses the results. Finally, the last section offers some concluding remarks.

2. The drivers of generic entry

There are two types of studies that have analysed generic entry into pharmaceuticals markets. Some have analysed the competition effects of the generic take-up. Some others have focussed on the drivers of entry.

The main findings of these papers are the followings: (i) the number of entries depends positively on the market size (volume of sales) and on the expected profits; (ii) there are more entries in markets for drugs that treat chronic conditions; (iv) there are less entries in markets in which there are already two or more brand-name firms competing; (v) the number of entries is affected positively by the percentage of hospital sales; (vi) the number of generic incumbent firms affects negatively new entries; (vii) there are more entries in markets similar to those in which the firm has experience; (viii) there are differences in the number of entries across therapeutic-classes; and (ix) the duration of the exclusivity period of the brand-name product affects negatively generic entry.

A seminal paper is that of Caves et al. (1991) in which it is studied how brand-name drugs firms compete with the generic entrants. This paper does not analyse the dynamics of entry. By contrast, Grabowski and Vernon (1992), another early seminal paper on generics, is the first one to explicitly analyse the dynamics of entry. They find that generic entry depends on expected profits. This finding has turned to be very robust in the subsequent literature. Frank and Salkever (1997) with a reduced-form model report that the number of generic entrants depends positively
on the market size in terms of drug sales before the patent expiration, and there is on average one new entrant for each year since patent expiration.

Bae (1997), as the papers cited above, analyses the US pharmaceutical market, but focusing only on the factors that affect the speed and the likelihood of generic entry using a duration model. This paper introduces the degree of competition measured by the number of products in a therapeutic market. He finds that entries are slower on average in markets where there are more brand-name products competing. He also finds that generic drug entry is faster on average in larger markets, and that entry is faster for drugs that mainly treat chronic diseases.

Scott Morton (1999 and 2000) investigates generic entry decisions in the US pharmaceutical market. In the first work, Scott Morton (1999) shows that firms tend to enter therapeutic markets similar to those in which firms are already established. In addition she finds that brand-name product revenues, hospital sales, and chronic conditions make entry more likely. In a second study, Scott Morton (2000) finds not only that generic entry is positively related to brand-name revenue, hospital sales, and chronic conditions, but also that the existence of two or more brand-name firms in the same market makes this market less attractive to potential entrants, that the number of substitutes in the same therapeutic-group is not affecting entry, and that brand advertising is not deterring generic entry.

Hudson (2000) is the first paper that studies the relationship between patent expiration and the introduction of generics not only in the USA but also in the UK, Germany, and Japan. He shows that generic entry and the time lag between patent expiry and generic entry are positively and negatively, respectively, related to the size of the market at the time of patent expiration.

Finally, Rudholm (2001) focuses on generic entry and is the only study that do not analyses the US pharmaceutical market but a more regulated one, the Swedish market. He uses a count data model and his main finding is that expected profits affect positively the number of entries, but that the longer the exclusivity period of the brand-name product the lower the likelihood of generic entry.

Two recent papers also address the entry issue in US. In the first one, Reiffen and Ward (2005) estimated a structural model and conclude that there is more and faster entry in the markets with larger expected profits; and that the number of firms in each market segment depends on the expected market size. In the second one, Saha et al. (2006) estimate a simultaneous equations model and find that on average the number of new generic entrants is lower the higher the number of generic incumbents that are already in the market. They also find that on average there is more entry in the largest markets in terms of sales, and that entry dynamics differs strongly across therapeutic-classes.

None of these papers has been able to analyse to what extend the dynamics of generic entry is affected by price regulations. Only Rudholm (2001) and Ekelund (2001) have attempted to estimate the impact of reference pricing on generic entry.
using data from the Swedish market. Rudholm (2001) is not able to identify with robustness what is the impact of reference pricing on generic entry, while Ekelund (2001) finds that the probability that one or more generics is launched is on average lower when a reference price system is set up. This paper however offers just some weak evidence on the effects of price regulations on the likelihood of generic entry.

Spain offers a laboratory in which to test whether regulations affect the dynamics of generic markets. Changes in reimbursement policies have affected different active ingredients at different points in time. This dynamics allow us to observe what the effects of the new regulations are. The details of the Spanish price regulations and reimbursement policies of the Spanish markets are available at Nonell and Borrell (2001), Puig-Junoy (2004b) and Costa-Font and Puig-Junoy (2005).

For the purposes of this paper, it is worth just to take into account that the NHS in Spain is funded with taxes and provides health care services with minor non-refundable co-payments for prescribed pharmaceuticals. Also it should be borne in mind that there are three types of prescription (or ethical) drugs in Spain: original and licensee brand-name drugs, copy brand-name drugs, and generics. Spain has not granted product patent rights for products discovered before 1992. For older drugs, there is competition between original and licensee brands on one hand, and copy brands launched by firms without a licensing agreement with the pioneering firm on the other.

Additionally, it has only been since 1997 when generic versions of out-of-patent drugs can be introduced in Spain. Generics are authorised when drugs are out-of-patent and one of the two next conditions: (i) when generics have already been authorized in a country member of the European Union in which the original drug enjoyed product patent protection; or (ii) when it has already passed ten years since the original brand-name drug was introduced in the Spanish market (“the ten-year rule”).

Since December 2000, a reference pricing system was introduced. Reference pricing has gradually been extended to regulate reimbursement price for an enlarging list of active ingredients. All versions of off-patent drugs, branded and generics, are included in their respective approved group of so-called homogenous drugs (bio-equivalent drugs). A group is created once there is at least one generic version of the respective active ingredient. For each group a reference price is calculated.

Until 2003, the reference price was the weighted average of the cheapest products that reach at least a market share of 20%. The reference pricing was a system that established the maximum price that could be reimbursed by the NHS for any version (branded or generic) of the same drug. Whenever the price of any prescribed drug was larger than the reference price, patients could opt for the prescribed drug paying the difference.

Since 2004 the reference pricing has turned to be a system of maximum reimbursement prices. If prescriptions are filled in with brand name drugs priced
higher than the reference price, pharmacists are mandated to substitute to the cheapest generic version. Additionally, since 2004 the reference price system has been calculated as the mean of the three cheapest daily defined doses (DDD) for each form of administration of an active ingredient.

Finally, it should be taken into account that the Spanish pharmaceutical market is heavily regulated. All drugs (branded and generics) ex-factory maximum prices are set during the process of obtaining each original drug market approval, and usually the introduction price remains as the maximum price for most of the product life (Borrell 2003). The government uses a peculiar form of cost-based price regulation for branded drugs in which manufacturing, marketing, and research costs are allocated to new drugs. Wholesalers’ and retailers’ mark-ups are also regulated.

3. Theoretical framework and empirical strategy

The seminal contributions of empirical models of entry are those of Bresnahan and Reiss (1990 and 1991). After those papers, Berry (1992) and Pakes, Ostrovsky and Berry (2004) have pushed ahead the research on empirical entry models. From these works and especially from those applied to the pharmaceutical market (Scott Morton 2000, Rudholm 2001 and Borrell 2005) we propose an empirical model of entry to be estimated using a dataset of Spanish drug markets in which generics could be launched.

We assume that potential generic entrants face some entry costs that differ across active ingredient markets. Potential entrants are symmetric in each drug market; they have the same variable profits function and the same costs of entry. In the market for the active ingredient there is imperfect competition.

Potential entrants enter a particular market if they expect to make a non-negative profit, and the entry game has two steps: in the first one, entrants decide to enter or not a specific market and, in the second one, they play the competition game and obtain their payoff. If a firm decides not to enter into the market, she has not payoff and she does not face entry costs.

Solving the model backwards the game becomes static with only one step. Potential entrants make their entry decisions simultaneously although we typically observe a sequential entry. As Reiffen and Ward (2005) pointed for the US market, timing of entries into the market is largely not under the control of firms. They do not know the date of its approval by authority with certainty or even if they will obtain the approval at all. They neither know when, or how many, other applications for that submarket will be approved.

In the Spanish case we see that there is a backlog of applications of generics that different firms would like to launch. The Spanish Medicines Agency and the Ministry of Health group and approve a large number of backlog applications to
launch generics containing the same active ingredient at the same time. So, it is almost impossible for firms to know ex-ante what is the waiting time until their application is approved, and how many generics of other firms will be approved simultaneously.

From the previous assumptions it is derived that a firm will enter into a market until profits, including the entry cost, in each period are driven to zero, that is until

$$\Pi^e_t(\Delta N_i | N_{i-1}) = V^e_t(\Delta N_i | N_{i-1}) - e^e_t = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)$$

where subscript $t$ refers to the period, and the subscript $i$ refers to the active ingredient submarket. $N_i$ is the number of incumbent firms active in the market $i$ at time $t$, $\Delta N_i$ is the number of firms entering the market $i$ at time $t$, $\Pi^e_t$ is the expected profit flow (discounted) from entering the market $i$ at time $t$, $V^e_t$ is the variable profits flow (discounted) of entry into the market $i$ at time $t$, and $e^e_t$ is the fixed cost of entry into the market $i$ at time $t$ (unobserved random component of profits at enter).

Variable profits are really uncertain because in the period t-1 is when the firm decides to enter or not in the next period $t$. In that period t-1 the firm does not know how many firms will be in the market, and its expectations regarding the quantity sold and the price depend on the number of entrants. We assume that variable profits of entry are decreasing with respect to the number of simultaneous entrants:

$$V^e_t(\Delta N_i | N_{i-1}) > V^e_t(\Delta N_i + 1 | N_{i-1})$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)$$

On the one hand, the number of entrants will reduce the expected number of units sold by each entrant. On the other hand, the price depends negatively on the number of generic firms in the market. This result has been found in prior studies such as in Frank and Salkever (1997) for the US market. Reiffen and Ward (2005), also for the US, found that, for markets of sufficient size, eight or more entries lead to near-competitive generic prices. Even in a market with regulated prices it is expected a price reduction when the number of competitors increases.

In Spain the drug maximum prices are fixed in a negotiation between the firm and the health authorities and in the case of the generic medicines it is systematically observed that new generic entrants have lower maximum regulated prices than generic incumbent firms. Then, the price at which new entrants will sell their production is expected to be decreasing on the number of generic incumbents.
Moreover, when there are new generics in the market with lower prices and the reference price is recalculated, the new reference price is also lower.

On the other hand, $e_{it}$ could be interpreted as the cost of entry of the zero-profit condition: when additional entrants can only earn negative profits, and thus equation (1) determines the number of firms in the market each period and is re-evaluated again each period. These entry costs are supposed to depend on the market and drug characteristics and therefore, they are different in each sub-market although equal for all the potential entrants in a specific sub-market.

We also assume that firms willing to enter find that there already exist incumbent firms active in the market that do not wish to exit because continuation values are always positive,

$$\Pi^e_{it}(N_{it}) = V^e_{it}(N_{it}) > 0$$

(3)

Where $V^e_{it}$ is the variable profits flow (discounted) from continuing active in the market. Therefore, we are assuming that potential entrants are symmetric in each period but different from the incumbents and not only from the brand-name but also from the generic incumbent firms, i.e. we are assuming that there are advantages for the first generic entrants as it have been reported in the literature (Hollis 2002, Gupta et al. 2006), although in the Spanish case part of this advantage may be due to the regulation of the market.

Then, the corollary is that the number of entrants $\Delta n$ is a Nash equilibrium if and only if the random component of payoffs at the entry decision satisfies

$$V^e_{it}(\Delta n_{it}|n_{it-1}) > e_{it} > V^e_{it}(\Delta n_{it} + |n_{it-1}|)$$

(4)

This condition is a pure strategy Nash equilibrium because a potential entrant firm does not want to change her strategy given the other firms strategies: if there is a determined number of firms into a specific market in a specific period ($n_{it}$), she obtains a non-negative profit, but if there is only one more firm ($n_{it} + 1$) she has negative profits, that is,

$$\Pi^e_{it}(n_{it}) \geq 0 > \Pi^e_{it}(n_{it} + 1)$$

(5)
If \( e_\mu \) has a density function \( f(\cdot) \), then the probability that each period a number of \( \Delta n \) of firms enter the market is observed as the unique Nash equilibrium outcome is

\[
\Pr(\Delta N_\mu = \Delta n_\mu) = \int_{\Delta_n(\Delta_n, N_{\mu-1})} f(u)du = P(\Delta n_\mu)
\]  

(6)

From this theoretical approach we build an empirical probability specification of a determined number of entries into each sub-market in each period. We assume a linear specification of deterministic variable profits,

\[
V^{*}_{\mu}(\Delta N_\mu | N_{\mu-1}) = X_\mu \beta + \gamma N_{\mu-1} + \alpha_i
\]  

(7)

Therefore, the dependent variable is the number of generic firm entries into each active ingredient market each period. This variable only takes non-negative integer values and is measured in natural units on a fixed scale, and count data regression applies to dependent variables coded in this way, where the values are meaningful in themselves, in other words, where the dependent variable represents a count of events (Jones, 2005). The starting point for count data regression is the Poisson regression model, for which the mean of the dependent variable should be equal to the variance of the dependent variable conditional on the explanatory variables (equi-dispersion property).

In our case, as it is usual in empirical work, the data does not fulfil this requirement and displays over-dispersion (the mean is smaller than the variance). For that reason we use the negative binomial distribution, which is a more flexible one and relax the equi-dispersion requirement. As a result of a large proportion of zeros in the dependent variable we use also a zero-inflated negative binomial regression with fixed effects. That is, we assume that \( f(\cdot) \) is a (zero inflated) negative binomial density function. This is the distribution that fits better our data and the fixed effects allow us to control for unobservable heterogeneity between active ingredients sub-markets. We then maximize a sample likelihood function to estimate the parameters of the (zero inflated) negative binomial distribution given the observed count of entries under the assumption that the conditional mean has the following specification, in which the number of entries each period depends on a matrix of market characteristics and on the number of incumbent firms active in the market,

\[
E(n_\mu | N_{\mu-1}, X_\mu) = \mu_\mu = \exp(\alpha_i + X_\mu \beta + \gamma N_{\mu-1})
\]  

(8)
where \( \mathbf{X}_n \) is a matrix of market and drug characteristic variables, \( \gamma \) and \( \beta \) are the set of parameters to be estimated and \( \alpha \) are the active ingredient market fixed effects.

4. Data

To tackle the question on identifying the drivers of generic entry in Spain, we use an unbalanced panel with quarterly data from 1997 first quarter to 2005 second quarter. Thus, the maximum number of observed quarters for a market is 34.

The dataset covers the largest markets of prescription drugs for which generics could potentially be launched. We analyse the oral, non-paediatric, major prescription drugs containing only one active ingredient for outpatients. Therefore, over-the-counter drugs (OTC) are not included. Neither are (i) drugs for hospital consumption (inpatient consumption); (ii) non-oral drugs; (iii) paediatric drug types; and (iv) drugs with more than one active ingredient. Finally, those active ingredient markets with a mean consumption for the analysed period lower than €2 millions per quarter are excluded.

The unit of observation is each one of the different active ingredients. Each sub-market is formed by medications that compete with other brand medications that are imperfect substitutes. In the pharmaceutical industry, defining the relevant market is not an easy task because medications are indicated for treatment of different conditions. In spite of this, some authors (for example Rudholm, 2001 and 2003; Aronson et al., 2001; Bergman and Rudholm, 2003; Ekelund and Persson, 2003; and Dalen et al., 2006) usually take the therapeutic active ingredient level according to the ATC (World Health Organization Collaborating Centre for Drug Statistics Methodology Anatomical Therapeutic Classification) as an approach to the relevant market. Although it is an imperfect approach (Borrell, Costas and Nonell, 2005)\(^1\), it is very convenient to study competition among branded and generic versions of the same drug. We will in any case take care of the effect of therapeutic competition among different drugs.

These data are primarily derived from the prescription pharmaceutical monthly consumption of The Directorate-General of Pharmacy and Health Products of the Ministry of Health and Consumer Affairs. This information has been complemented with data from the Nomenclator Digitalis of the NHS Health Information Institute (Ministerio de Sanidad y Consumo, 2005) and from the Base de Datos del Conocimiento Sanitario 2005 -BOT PLUS- (Consejo General de Colegios Oficiales de Farmacéuticos, 2005).

\(^1\) For keeping this paper short, we do not include the table that reports the 86 active ingredient markets analysed but it is available under request.
Table 1 reports the definitions and the descriptive statistics of the dependent and the explanatory variables used in the next section regression analysis. As it was indicated above, the dependent variable is the flow of generic firm entries: the number of new generic firms in each active ingredient market each quarter, since generic entries are possible. We only consider as entry when we observe firm’s sales for the first time. If after that moment the same firm enters into the same active ingredient market with a new drug type (for example different form, dose, etc.), it is not considered as an entry. The explanatory variables are the market and drug characteristics and the time trend. This variables are aggregated quarterly per active ingredient market and, except for the long duration dummy and the time trend, are lagged 4 quarters because firms observe the characteristics of the drug and the market long before entering into a market, and also for avoiding endogeneity problems.

Table 1: Variables and descriptive statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Obs.</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard Dev.</th>
<th>Min.</th>
<th>Max.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Entries</td>
<td>Number of generic firm entries</td>
<td>2135</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenues</td>
<td>Market revenues (in terms of €1,000,000)</td>
<td>2135</td>
<td>7.37</td>
<td>9.34</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>78.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference price</td>
<td>Dummy equal to 1 when the market is regulated by reference pricing</td>
<td>2135</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generic firms</td>
<td>Number of generic firms in the market</td>
<td>2135</td>
<td>2.53</td>
<td>4.99</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active ingredients per ATC-4</td>
<td>Number of active ingredient in the therapeutic subgroup</td>
<td>2135</td>
<td>6.21</td>
<td>3.82</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long duration</td>
<td>Dummy equal to 1 for long duration treatments (more than 3 months)</td>
<td>2135</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Number of quarters since the first authorised drug in each market</td>
<td>2135</td>
<td>81.23</td>
<td>34.65</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trend</td>
<td>Time trend</td>
<td>2135</td>
<td>19.14</td>
<td>9.53</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The variable Revenues is the market size. It is measured in terms of sales revenues and each unity corresponds to €1,000,000. The Reference price dummy variable is equal to one when the reference price system is implemented in the market and zero otherwise. We incorporate this variable in order to evaluate the effect of the regulation through the reference price system in the number of generic firm entries. The number of Generic firms already established in the market is included to explain how the number of incumbent generic firms in the active ingredient market affects the potential generic entrant decision. The variable Active ingredients per ATC-4 is defined as the number of active ingredients in the same four-digit therapeutic subgroup (ATC), that is, the number of active ingredients that compete in the same therapeutic subgroup. This variable is the best approach to therapeutic substitution but is not perfect since the substitutability differs between active ingredients in the same therapeutic subgroup and drugs in other subgroups may also be substitutes. The dummy variable Long duration is equal to one for active ingredients indicated primarily for treatment of long duration illnesses; that is, for active ingredients intended for conditions lasting more than three months. We introduce this variable in order to analyse differences in the entry decision between active ingredient markets indicated primarily for acute and long-term treatment illnesses. Finally, the variable Age is defined as the number of quarters since the first drug authorised in each market. This variable tries to capture the age and maturity of the market.

In our dataset there are active ingredient markets in which there have been a large number of entries by 2005 as omeprazole with 34 entries, and fluoxetine, ciprofloxacin, simvastatin, enalapril and ranitidine all of them with more than 20 entries. In fact, 23% of active ingredient markets have more than 10 entries. On the other hand, 31 markets (36% of the total analysed markets) have no generic firm entries and 77% of the markets have less than 10 entries.

Since all the markets have not been subjected to potential generic entry at the same time, we also observe differences in the dynamics of entry. Simvastatin, omeprazole, paroxetine, fluoxetine, and clarithromycin markets stand out with more than one entry per quarter, and there is more than half entry per quarter (one entry every six-month period) in the markets for lovastatin, ciprofloxacin, loratadine, enalapril, zolpidem, ranitidine, pravastatin, lisinopril, captorzipril, alprazolam, and aciclovir. Finally, by 2005 the reference price system was not implemented in all the active ingredients markets with generics. It was implemented in 44 out of the 55 markets with at least one generic entry (80%).

Table 2 shows some descriptive statistics about the structure of our data sample in 2005. In the first column there are the different observed numbers of established generic firms in the 86 active ingredient markets analysed at intervals. The second column shows the number of active ingredient markets in which the number of entries.

---

2 For keeping this paper short, we do not include the table with entry information and reference price status for each active ingredient market but it is available under request.
generic firms is repeated. We can observe that the number of markets is generally decreasing with the number of generic firms. The third and fourth columns display the number of active ingredients markets in which the reference price system has been implemented. It has been applied in 44 out of the 86 analysed markets (51.16%) and as has been mentioned above in the 80% of markets with at least one generic firm. Finally, the last column shows the average revenue during the second quarter of 2005. This average revenue is generally increasing with the number of generic firms but not always.

Table 2: Structure of the data sample in 2005

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of generic firms</th>
<th>Active ingredient markets</th>
<th>Markets with reference pricing</th>
<th>% of markets with reference pricing</th>
<th>Average revenue (€)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>4,231,324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 - 5</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>68.18</td>
<td>6,136,123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 - 10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>73.33</td>
<td>9,002,933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 – 15</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>12,200,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 – 20</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>5,236,320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 – 25</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>12,233,190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 - 30</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>16,300,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 - 35</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>55,400,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>51.16</td>
<td>12,447,232</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1 shows the number of generic entries per quarter aggregated for the 86 active ingredient markets. We see a strong increasing trend in the number of entries until the first quarter of 2002 (quarter 21), when the Spanish generic market reaches 32 entries. A large number of original drug were during these years reaching the threshold of 10 years since first authorisation (the “10-year rule”). From that quarter on, there is a reduction in the number of entries until it reaches 9 entries in the fourth quarter of 2003 (quarter 28). The number of drug reaching the 10 years old threshold was not so large in this second period. Since then there is a recovery in the dynamics of generic entry. We have seen around 20 entries per quarter in the last couple of years of our sample.
Figure 1: Generic entries per quarter (flow).
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Figure 2 displays the number of generics per quarter. It shows a large increase from the first quarter, when there were only 5 different generic products, to the last quarter, when there were 503.
Finally, figure 3 displays the increase of the number of active ingredient markets with at least one generic firm. It goes from 2 (2.33%) in the first quarter to 55 (63.95%) in the last one.
5. Results

Table 3 reports the maximum likelihood estimates of the model of entry. In the first column, we show the estimates of the negative binomial count panel data model. In the second column, we show the estimates of the zero-inflated negative binomial count panel data model. In both cases we control for market fixed effects. The same specification was estimated with a Poisson and a zero-inflated Poisson count panel data model with fixed effects and the qualitative and quantitative results were similar to those obtained with the negative binomial and the zero-inflated negative binomial estimations shown in the Table 3. The likelihood ratio test recommends us to use the negative binomial distribution. These results are available under request. On the other hand, the Vuong test does not provide evidence enough to opt for the zero-inflated negative binomial distribution as opposed to the non-zero-inflated version. Also, other specifications were estimated, some of them with the stock of generic firms as dependent variable. The estimations shown in the table 3 have the best properties.
Table 3: Entry model estimation results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent variable: Entries</th>
<th>Negative binomial with fixed effects</th>
<th>Zero-inflated Negative binomial with fixed effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Explanatory variables</td>
<td>Coefficients</td>
<td>Mean marginal effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenues</td>
<td>0.00043** (0.0002)</td>
<td>0.00010** (0.00005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference price</td>
<td>-0.4129* (0.2293)</td>
<td>-0.0886* (0.0472)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generic firms</td>
<td>-0.0834*** (0.0203)</td>
<td>-0.0190*** (0.0050)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active ingredients per ATC-4</td>
<td>-0.8953*** (0.3359)</td>
<td>-0.2042** (0.0789)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long duration</td>
<td>-0.3018 (1.55)</td>
<td>-0.0745 (0.4174)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>0.0048 (0.0082)</td>
<td>0.0011 (0.0019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trend</td>
<td>0.0425** (0.0183)</td>
<td>0.0097** (0.0043)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-16.8514*** (1.8744)</td>
<td>-13.9348*** (1.9259)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Log pseudo likelihood        | -854.7932 (1.8744)     | -852.1692 (1.9259)    |                                                  |                     |
Observations                 | 2135                  | 2135                  |                                                  |                     |
Active ingredients           | 86                    | 86                    |                                                  |                     |
Vuong Test                   | 1.17 (0.1211)         | 1.17 (0.1211)         |                                                  |                     |
Likelihood ratio             | 0.0000                | 0.0000                |                                                  |                     |

Note: Heteroskedasticity robust standard errors are in brackets and ***, **, * indicates statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level respectively.

In both models, estimates for the coefficients of revenues, reference pricing, number of generic firms, number of active ingredients per ATC-4, and the time trend are significant. The number of generic firms already in the market reaches a significance level below 1%. The number of active ingredients per therapeutic subgroup have a significance level of 1% and 5%, respectively, in the negative binomial and zero-inflated negative binomial regressions. The significance level for the revenues and the time trend are 5%. Finally, the system of reference prices has a significance level of 10%. The rest of the explanatory variables do not seem to have a significant impact on the flown of generic entries.
The signs of the estimated coefficients are the expected ones. The parameter of revenues is positive, showing that there are more entries in larger markets. The number of generic incumbent firms affects negatively the number of new entries. When there are more generic competitors, then the market turns less attractive to potential entrants. The number of active ingredients per therapeutic subgroup has also a negative effect, that is therapeutic competition also matters. A larger number of substitute active ingredients competing in the same therapeutic subgroup makes the market that belongs to this subgroup less attractive than other active ingredient markets that belong to subgroups with less substitutes. The result that the time trend has a positive coefficient could be due to the fact that before to 1997 there were not generic drugs in Spain and since then, because the markets have fulfilled progressively the legal requirements (the “10-year rule”), there has been a take-off in the number of generic firms entering the market. And finally, the reference price dummy variable has a negative coefficient. It seems that the system of reference pricing affects negatively the entry of generic firms. If potential entrants anticipate long before entry that reference prices will be imposed in those markets in which there is on average a relatively large number of generics, our estimate would show a not strong enough negative effect of reference prices due to the remaining endogeneity bias.

The estimated coefficients can be directly interpreted in qualitative terms but not in quantitative terms. For that reason, in Table 3 we also show the mean marginal effects. These have been calculated as how the expected value of the dependent variable changes when there is a partial variation in the case of continuous explanatory variables, and when there is a discrete variation from 0 to 1 in the dummies.

Thus, an increase of €1,000,000 in the quarterly market revenue increases the number of expected quarterly entries between 0.010 and 0.009. Therefore, an increase of €1,000,000 in the quarterly market revenue raises the mean number of generic firm entries from 0.2169 to between 0.2179 and 0.2178. If there is an increase of a standard error in the quarterly market revenue (€9,336,922), the number of entries increases from 0.2169 to between 0.3009 and 0.3103.

If the market moves from a situation without reference price system to another with this system, the number of expected entries is reduced between 0.08 and 0.09. Therefore, the mean number of generic firm entries is reduced from 0.2169 to a value between 0.1269 and 0.1369. This would be a conservative estimation of the downward effect on entry if our estimates do not correct completely the potential endogeneity bias in the parameter of the reference pricing variable.

If the number of generic incumbent firms increases in one, the quantity of entries in the next period is reduced in 0.02 and the mean number of entries changes form 0.2169 to 0.1969. When the number of generic incumbent firms increases in one standard error (5 generic incumbent firms) the mean number of entries goes up by 0.1169.
If there is an additional active ingredient competing in the same therapeutic subgroup, there is a reduction in the number of entries between 0.19 and 0.20. Therefore, the mean of entries goes from 0.2169 to a value in between 0.0169 and 0.0269. For an increase equal to a standard error (3.83 active ingredients), the reduction is in between 0.73 and 0.77. This result means that for markets with few entries (a mean of quarterly entries lower than 0.75, approximately) a standard error increase in the number of active ingredients in the subgroup implies no more entries.

Finally, the trend mean marginal effect indicates that each quarter there is an increase in the mean number of entries of 1%.

6. Discussion

Our estimates show that the main drivers of generic entry in usual markets are also the key drivers of entry in a tough regulated market as such the Spanish one: market revenues, the number of incumbent generic firms, substitutes active ingredients, and so on. In general the coefficients signs and significances are coincident with those obtained in the prior literature.

However, some of our estimates differ from the previous literature. Scott Morton (2000) did not find that the number of substitutes within the therapeutic subgroup is a determinant of entry, although her variable definition differs from our variable, Active ingredients per ATC-4. In fact, in our work, the larger the number of active ingredients per ATC-4 the smaller the number of generic firm entries is. This effect explains, in part, why there are some active ingredient markets without generic entries (31 out of 86, the 36%) or only with a few entries (for 23% sub-markets there are less than 10 entries). It also highlights the relevance of competition not only in the active ingredient markets, but also within therapeutic subgroups. In Spain there are more active ingredients marketed than in other countries such as U.K., as pointed out by Borrell, Costas, and Nonell, 2005.

Another difference of our results in comparison to those found previously in the literature is the variable long-term treatment (i.e. dummy for drugs used in long term treatments) is not significant. In relation to this result, Bae (1997) found faster generic firm entries in markets of active ingredients mainly used to chronic diseases. Scott Morton (1999 and 2000) also concludes that this variable affects positively the number of generic entries.

In our case the variable age is neither significant. It was expected to have a negative effect on entries because mature markets and markets in which the brand-name products have been sold exclusively for a long time seem are less attractive for generic entry. Rudholm (2001) includes the number of quarters in which the brand-name drug was sold under patent protection in his estimations and finds that it is a significant variable (5% significance) that affects negatively the number of generic
entries. This result might be related to the relatively less strict exclusivity enjoyed by branded products under the patent regime in force for old products.

At last, we have a positive trend coefficient; however Rudholm (2001) does not find a significant one. As it was exposed in the section above this result could be due to that the analysis is focused in the first years in which it was possible to introduce generic drugs in the Spanish pharmaceutical market and the different active ingredient markets studied were fulfilled the legal requirements to generic enter progressively, whereas in Rudholm (2001) it is analysed a longer period of time, not just the introduction of generic drugs in the pharmaceutical market.

In relation to the impact of the reference price system, it seems to constrain generic entry. This result was not expected by policy makers because the reference price system was supposed to foster generics take-off. This finding highlights that the main advantage of generic drugs respect to brand-name drugs is their lower price. By contrast, brand-name drugs have the advantage to be known by physicians as much as by patients, both have previous experience prescribing and consuming them, and firms have built-up brand image by informing doctors and patients about the clinical properties of their brand. In Spain it is observed that when the reference price system is implemented in any active ingredient market, brand-name peg down their prices very close to that reference price that becomes the cap for reimbursement purposes within the NHS. This brand-name firm strategy causes generic drugs to lose their main advantage. Generic drug prices become very similar to brand drug prices (Puig-Junoy, 2004a, 2004b, and 2005; Merino-Castelló, 2003).

Rudholm (2001) also includes a reference price system dummy to evaluate its effect on the generic entry. He finds that this variable has not effect on the generic entry in the Swedish market although, as the own author indicates, this result can be due to the fact that this variable groups the reference pricing implementation together with other reforms that made easier the registration of new generic drugs. These two reforms affect generic entry in opposite ways, probably cancelling each other in the estimation. Also for the Swedish market, Ekelund (2001) finds that the reference price system reduced the likelihood of generic entry. This author estimated a logit model, but the paper cannot identify the impact of reference pricing on the number and dynamics of entry.

We have restricted our analysis to those active ingredient markets with a mean consumption for the analysed period larger than €2 millions per quarter. This implies that small markets have not been included in the analysis. This fact could bias downwards the estimated coefficient of the variable revenues (i.e. market size) and could increase its standard error making it significant only at the 5% level. The impact of market size on entry may be underestimated.

The specifications of the estimated models do not include some variables that were not statistically significant due to multicolinearity problems. In any case, the main results offered previously are robust to including other variables that turned out to
be statistically not significant. Additionally, our specification does not include any variable to control for incumbent strategic behaviour such as entry-deterring strategies by brand-name or generic firms. For example brand-name firms have incentives (1) to introduce their own “generics” (Mestre-Ferrándiz, 1999; Hollis, 2005), (2) to create product line extensions (Hong et al., 2005), (3) to over-invest in advertising to deter generic entry (Königbauer, 2006), etc. Assessing the impact of strategic behaviour of incumbents is open for future research.

7. Conclusion

The evidence from drug markets subject to tough price regulations such as the ones in Spain shows that the drivers of generic entry are similar to that of other more market friendly environments. By contrast, the evidence also shows that price regulation constrains the take-off of generic markets, and that it may constrain also competition for post-patent drugs.

Four drivers are the key for fostering generic entry. The first one is the number of generic incumbent firms. When the number of generic firms already in the market increases, there are more direct competitors and the average number of generic entries turns lower. The second driver is the number of active ingredients per therapeutic subgroup that decreases the average number of generic entries. The magnitude of this therapeutic competition effect is large. It explains, in part, why there are active ingredient markets without generics or only with few ones. The third driver of entry is market size in terms of revenues, which affects positively. If the rest of variables are constant, an increase in market revenues drives average number of generic entries up. Finally, the time trend has significant fostering effect on generic entry. It shows that until 1997 generics could not be launched in Spain, and that many active ingredients markets have been gradually open to generic firms by regulation as the original drug turn 10 years old.

Some policy implications can be derived from these results. The first one is that the main problem to foster competition through the introduction of generic drugs is market size. In small markets, there is a small probability of having enough entrants and to drive prices down to levels close to marginal costs. In these markets, policies should focus on avoiding the abuse of market power by incumbents.

By contrast, there are no competition problems in large enough markets where some generic firms enter or when there are enough competing active ingredients within the therapeutic subgroup. In those markets, more entry adds not so much competition to that already in the market, whether at the generic and therapeutic level.

In large markets, there is not need to implement the reference price system in order to achieve generic entries. It might even have adverse effects because it deters further generic entry. It deprives the main advantage of generic drugs: a lower price.
with respect to brand-name equivalents. Implementing reference pricing when there are still few generics in the market could become a policy of short run gain at a long run loss for the third party payer (the government in most cases). Reference pricing encourages brand-name drugs to peg their prices to the reference one and make further entries of generics difficult as the market for generics squeezes. Generic take-off is constrained when price regulation gets tougher, and generics bear the cost of becoming the reference price. Competition generated by generic firms would be more effective than the reference pricing to obtain prices reductions and pharmaceutical public expenditure savings in the long run, but this is a matter that requires future research for the Spanish market.

As Danzon and Chao (2000) highlighted, regulation undermines competition in off-patent markets. The potential budgetary savings from post-patent competition are not fully realized in countries with heavy regulation. According to the evidence gathered in this paper, it would be more sensible to let enough generic firms to enter drug markets before implementing mechanisms to reimburse only for the lowest price that competition has revealed. Without having enough entrants in the market, there would be not enough competition to reveal to what extent cost may be contained for third party payers.
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